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Note: pencils indicate the difficulty of the class. One
pencil is relatively easy while five is very difficult.

English
2 reviews

“I like English because I like talking about
stories. I think stories are who we are.”
-Mr. Bollhorst

English 10 Honors 111

Bookworm388

AP English 11 1111

Honors English is a great and thought provoking class. Discussion
may be a little troubling if you are afraid of speaking in class, but
generally it is not a problem. The ideas and insight that students provide are very intelligent and help to provide new information on the
literature we are reading. There is not a lot of short term homework
which means that you need to make sure you are keeping up with
your long term projects and paying attention to due dates. I really
enjoy this class and would recommend it. In Honors English you will
do a lot more writing, but this has pushed me to improve and develop
into a better author.

Science
4 reviews

“I like APES because it’s interdiciplinary
and I get to see how all the different
sciences work together to shape our world.”
-Ms. DeLaPaz
AP Enviornmental Science 11

AP Chemistry 11111

xPondScumx

pottergurl

AP Chemistry has a reputation for being the most difficult course
in the school, as represented by Mr. Porush’s grading scale: an 85%
is an A-. Much of the learning occurs at home, and there are fewer
labs than in other science classes like Physics and regular Chemistry. Only take AP Chem if you love/are interested in Chemistry. Mr.
Porush’s humor lightens the difficult atmosphere, and a high percentage of students recieve a 5 on the AP exam.

AP Physics 11111

Bioluver4eva

For students who want to challenge themselves with multitudes of
different topics, APES is the right class for you. In APES, you study
diverse subjects, such as geology, biodiversity, and sustainability. I
have really enjoyed this class and the fact that it is interactive. Ms.
DeLaPaz ensures that her students understand the material by setting up engaging labs and trips to the Los Gatos Creek. Overall, I
highly recommend this class.

Physics 11

AP Physics with Mr. Burns is both one of the most challenging and
rewarding courses Los Gatos High School has to offer. Though the
subject matter is difficult, the class itself is always enjoyable and
exciting. Much of the class consists of Physics labs that often explain
observable phenomena with Physics concepts. This class is great for
those with a curious mind, passion for learning, and interest in how
Schrodinger’s_dog the world works. This class is an exciting revelation into the fundamental laws of the universe.

Math
2 reviews

skaterboiiii

Regular physics is very concept-based course. You go through the
material slowly to make sure students understand the concepts. The
pace can be frustrating when you understand it, but if you don’t it
is really thorough and helpful. You also get to eat food pretty often.
The work is pretty straight-forward; it’s a lot of work with equations. The homework load is pretty light; you mainly do worksheets
or finish up labs.

“Math is the most logical subject. It’s a
language on its own.”
-Mr. Kel Artinien

AP Calculus AB 1111

AP Statistics 1111
In AP Stats there are a lot of notes, but it’s a fun class if you like
math and the teacher explains the topics well. You have a lot of time
in class to get homework done, and a big focus in the class is learning how to use a graphing calculator.

I really like AP Calculus AB. Mr. Kel is the best, and he has really
made me enjoy the class. I liked the math even though it may be
hard at times. Our main topics of study are derivatives, integrals,
and limits.
iamapencil

AP English 11 with Ms. Smith is very heavily focused on writing.
There are in–class essays every third class period along with vocab
quizzes, and we have a research paper each semester along with
other essays. We also have a fair amount of discussion on whatever
book we are reading. We spend a lot of time talking about white
privilege and racism, and Ms. Smith makes sure this signifigance
is impressed on every student. The one thing that really lessens the
difficulty of the class is we do not have final exams, but rather final
activities that are very easy to pass. This class has made me dedicate
myself to becoming a better writer.

CalcuLATER
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Visit www.elgatonews.com or scan the QR code to
read more reviews and submit your own.

History
6 reviews

“History is great because it is the story
of life, and it takes imagination to think
about. All kinds of crazy stuff happens.”
-Mr. Hughes
US Government 11111

AP US Government 11
AP US Government and Politics is a lightly structured, discussion-based class aimed at teaching the principles of the United
States Government. In one semester, you plough through a dense
textbook. The class also has a heavy focus on discussing current
events. There’s relatively little homework, but the tests can be
difficult. The most common out-of-class work, think pieces, are
independence4eva not difficult.

Economics 11

honestbabe

cutiepie875

Honors Economics 11

In Economics with Mr. Homa the class covers five chapters from
an online economics textbook. Mr. Homa adds discussion and
reading beyond the textbook that he believes will help his students in the “real world.” Homa is connected with a girls and boys
school in Kenya, and his students get have skype calls with them.
Memorable days in Homa’s class include him going over his pay
check, skyping the girls school, and connecting South Park to
economics.

AP US History 111

imsoreagan

neverprez:(

bombsaway

Electives
6 reviews

Ceramics 1

AP Euro: Mr. Hughes really prepares you for the AP test and
teaches the class in an entertaining way. I’m surprised I still
remember in my junior year the majority of what we learned in
class. There was a lot of homework, but class time was alwaus
fun. I would recommend taking this course because Mr. Hughes
is awesome, the topics are super cool, and I still dream about it
at night.

“Ceramics is exploring the creative
process and creativity is life enriching.”
-Mr. Aguayo

Intro to Engineering 111
Mr. Aguayo is a welcoming, energetic, supportive teacher. The class is
like taking a breath of air. You get to
escape the stressful life of high school
and be creative while making masterpieces. I would definitely recommend
this class because it is a great creative
outlet. You can sculpt something from
scratch while enjoying Mr. Aguayo’s
homemade salsa!

AP Psychology 11

Freudalicious

In Honors Econ, there is minimal homework, and most quizzes
are based off information from Ceran’s lectures. Should those
give you trouble, there’s plenty of opportunity for extra credit –
from reading assignments, to extra worksheets, or you can even
do as my friends and I chose to and create a rap video about macroeconomics. Prospective students should note that the subject is
not interesting to all and that this class will not prepare you for the
economics AP exam.

AP European History 1111

AP US History: APUSH is a socratic-like lecture until the last day
in June. Mr. Rudolph is able to provide you with everything you
need to know about American history and more. Once you finish
the course, you will be an expert on the Constitution, so if that’s
something you’re interested in, this is the class for you!

eatloveclay

In regular government with Mr. Homa, you study topics, ranging
from American History to current politics. If you enjoy learning
about news around the world and discussing interesting topics
with your peers, you will enjoy this class. During the semester, we
write about current events, watch news videos, and interact with
students living in Africa. Regular government is a great class, and
I would highly recommend it.

AP psychology has become my favorite class. The class keeps getting more
and more interesting. Ms. Schubert
teaches the material clearly and makes
the class enjoyable. I highly recommend it to anyone who's interested in
psychology to take it next year!

Hammer_Time

I took Intro to Engineering and
Design my sophomore year, which
was the first year it was available.
At first, I thought the class would be
all math, but the class is more physics and graphic design oriented than
math oriented, which allows free
thinking and innovation. I am very
happy I took Intro to Engineering
and Design last year.

Advanced Science Research 111

protonpolice

In Advanced Science Research I liked
that you can do whatever project that
interests you, and you aren’t restricted
by a schedule. It’s not really hard as
long as you do something that you
like. Ms. Messenger really helps you
with your projects too.

Creative Writing 1

write4lyfe

In Creative Writing you get a lot of
prompts but you pretty much get
to do whatever you want. There’s
a lot of freedom in class, and Ms.
Austin doesn’t really guide you too
much. We’ll sometimes watch parts
of movies to get ideas or see how
they incorporate something like dialogue.

AP Computer Science 11111

back2dafuture

AP Computer Science with Mr.
Bollhorst is a lab and lecture class.
It’s a programming class, and has a
focus on problem solving. The lectures tend to be quick and engaging
with long labs in between. There
can be homework, but usually
there’s plenty of class time.

